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KASTA technologies

KASTA’s mission is to enhance lifestyles.

Australia’s ageing population has seen an increase in demand for 
smart control technologies in residential environments, to assist the 
elderly to continue living in their own homes for longer.

KASTA offers a range of useful home control solutions with multiple 
control methods including smart switches, app control and voice 
control for ultimate accessibility, independence, safety, security, 
health and wellbeing.
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Use RGB-TW lighting to simulate 
daytime to maintain circadian 

rhythm sleeping patterns
(Useful when there is a lack if 

natural light and mobility issues)

Add personalised pictogram button 
caps or switch plate label engraving 

(Use  custom labelling for different 
devices, groups, rooms or scenes)

Use remote switches to easily 
control powerpoints that are 

normally hard to reach   
(Add a wall switch button that can 

control a powerpoint)

Create a Master Off switch for 
convenient ON/OFF control of 

your whole home  

all of lighting is turned off)

Allow simple access for visitors with 
garage door and gate control  

(Operate from the app, a wall switch 
or even via voice command)

Set-up custom schedules for 
reminders to take medication 
through visual lighting alerts  

(Each morning at 9am living room 
lighting could turn to blue)



KASTA technologies

Offer a fully voice activated space and help residents to live 
independently for much longer. 

By using simple voice commands, users can control lighting, window 
furnishings, fans, air conditioning, appliances, doors and gates, TVs, 
sound systems, irrigation and more.

Voice control
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AMAZON ALEXA GOOGLE ASSISTANT

Compatible with various 
smart speakers:
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With intuitive control of lighting, appliances, curtains, 
blinds, fans and air conditioning, you will save on energy 
costs by monitoring and scheduling power.

Energy savings
Enable control of the home remotely by residents or their 
loved ones with ease, from anywhere in the world. Check in 
on your eco-system and offer convenient remote assistance.

Remote access

A range of switch and powerpoints to choose from with 
interchangeable covers, so that your electrical accessories 
will always stay perfectly in tune with your décor.

To suit every interior
KASTA switches use LED indicator rings around all buttons for 
easy location at night and device status indication. Multiple 
Hesperus Series interfaces also offer tri-colour indication  to 
accommodate those with protanopia, deuteranopia or tritanopia. 

Button indicators

“The convenience KASTA has added to my mother’s home has meant she can live 
comfortably and independently for many more years to come.”

Daughter of Deborah - Retirement Living Project, QLD



KASTA technologies
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Due to the way the KASTA system works, ongoing 
maintenance is heavily sped up by allowing any on-site 

without the need for specialist integrators.

No specialist required

Use RGB-TW strip lighting to light up pathways, obstacles 
and kitchen splash backs to prevent falls and other 
accidents. 

Accident prevention
Smart powerpoints allowing inidividual outlet locking for 
sockets that are not in use. KASTA systems also uses secure 
network encryption for safety and privacy assurance.

Safety assurance

KASTA uses existing standard wiring and no proprietary 

and cost-effective installation and set-up. The KASTA  
eco-system operates on a secure and reliable Bluetooth 
mesh network system that does not require Wi-Fi.

Simplifying installation

“As our population continuous to age, we need new technologies and platforms in the 
home environment to support how older Australian’s live and stay healthy.”

Publication: Smarter, Safer Homes - Australia’s Ageing Population - CSIRO
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Simple, smart control solutions that allow all generations to take 
advantage of today’s amazing advances in technology for an 

enhanced lifestyle.

Bring entertaining to the next level and make family celebrations extra special.  Demonstrate just how clever your KASTA system  
can be,  by automatically changing interior lighting to match any screensavers that are playing on smart assistant device screens. 

Illuminate with colour
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Edgy™ Switch

Choice of 2 designer colours

Choice of 32 pictogram button caps

Add data or communication 

mechanisms with ease (USB, HDMI, 

TV aerial, Ethernet etc.)

White Matte 
Black

Push button switches for simple smart control offering pictogram 

Modern 
bevelled 

edges

1, 2, 3, 4, 
5 & 6 button 

layouts

Easy  
 

pictograms

Push-
click  

feedback

   EDGY™ Series 

OTHER OPTIONS:
• KASTA Mechanisms
• Edgy Unison
• Edgy Powerpoint
> Visit kasta.com.au



Contact KASTA
02 9168 5900

kasta.com.au
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